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The Village of Cleveland has established a strong sense of
place in Eastern Wisconsin, which differs from many cities
and town across Wisconsin. An important part for keeping a
community together is through civic space and establishing
usable green space for connecting neighborhoods to schools,
retail areas or additional
Civic spaces. The design for Hika Park was build upon the
theme EXPLORE AND RESTORE. The park will emphasize these connect between the lake front and the rest of the
village; especially for connecting Lakeshore Community
College and Veterans Park. The connects will run through
restored areas uniting people with nature. This green space
will not only connect The Village of Cleveland to Hika Park
but also to it past. Hika Park will be a park for a community
to gather to celebrate its past, present, and future.

Site goals
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Restore all Natural Areas
Bring bikers into the park
Bring users to the lake front and creek
Create connection throughout the park and with the town
Establish a welcoming feel off of the local Hwy LS.
Use existing buildings to better benet the community and park
Create a variety of gathering spaces to accommodates all users
Bring users into the natural areas for education, leisure, and rest
Maintain a year round interest

HIKa BAY: STREAM RESTORATION

Overview
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The design for the creek restoration builds upon
the theme, E X P L O R E A N D R E S T O R E . The main focus of the Mill Pond Restoration was to provide
a community with a place to gather and enjoy nature, well still restoring the area’s beauty. The
trails will run along the creek providing opportunities for people young and old to explore the various natural habitats that flourish on the waters
edge. Additionally, the trails will connect with
Lakeshore College and Veterans Park. Various
nodes and structures are place throughout the site
to allow users come learn and interact with the
natural environment. These areas will be focused
on engaging children and families with nature.

sTREAm restoration
There are two main issues that impede a proper
restoration of Centerville Creek: fertilizer runoff
and increased sediment flow must be resolved before proper restore is initiated. The proper way to
combat fertilizer runoff is to address the issue at
the source. Shoreline vegetation, such as grasses
and perennials, will slow down or even stopped
runoff at the source.

The sediment that runs off into the creek must
maintain suspension, if it does not it will fall to
the creek bed. The sediment will gather at point
bars and eventually a dam of muck will form. A
solution is to increase the flow velocity; this is
done by deeping the creek to create a steady
channel flow for sediment to move through.

Creek Trail Section
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These two section demonstrate typical
trails at Hika Park. One indicates a pedestrian trail and the other is a bike trail. The
bike trail is 15’ wide and can accommodate
walkers as well as bikers. The material
used on it will be a crushed granite; the
pedestrian trial will consist of wood chips.
Both trails will run along the creek and
the surrounding landscape will vary from:
restored grasslands, woodlands, wetlands,
dunes and a maintained parkscape.

biking trail Section
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dunes

sherman’s Island

Bringing people right up to the creek allows a strong bond with
nature. Users are able to cross the creek at a shallow narrow point
where boulders will be placed to form a natural bridge.

The dunes ow right up to the beach were a naturalized trail is forged.
Cut into a dune is a seating area where people can rest, view the lake,
and have direct access to the top of a dune .

The island has many nodes for children to play or sh. The placement
of plants and boulders along the bays will slow down the
current to form a sh habitat. The design of the creek expansion is
done in a fashion to allow natural sediment build up in areas that will
not affect the original steam path and current. The muck can be excavated or left forming small pond.

DOCKS

woodland path

The docks, modelled from the historic pier, will establish a connection with Village of Cleveland’s past. The dock will allowing users to
gather for any event or past time activities and to view the shoreline.

The woodland trial will lead people through the restored ridge and
swale ecosystem. Berms and swales are reshaped to create strong ow
and excitement throughout the space.

river walk and crossing

Bike and foot bridge

Using local stone and glass art a bike and pedestrian bridge connect
both sides of the park. The bridge features a viewing node with tall
vertical columns that create a sense of entry in Hika Park. These
columns will be echoed at the entrances.

